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Femcoronenen m=1,2, n=1,2 cluster anions were generated by a laser vaporization source and
studied by anion photoelectron spectroscopy. Density functional theory was used to calculate the
structures and the spin multiplicities of those clusters as well as the electron affinities and
photodetachment transitions. The calculated magnetic moments of Fe1coronene1 and
Fe2coronene1 clusters suggest that coronene could be a suitable template on which to deposit small
iron clusters and that these in turn might form the basis of an iron cluster-based magnetic material.
Fe1coronene2 and Fe2coronene2 cluster anions and their corresponding neutrals prefer the
sandwich-type structures, and the ground state structures of these clusters are all staggered
sandwiches. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.2968609
INTRODUCTION
The field of organometallic chemistry has made impor-
tant contributions to the understanding of chemical interac-
tions and has produced many compounds, which find wide-
spread use in society. The development of laser vaporization
techniques has extended the range of gas phase studies of the
interaction between metal and organic ligands, further devel-
oping our understanding of the delicate and complex inter-
actions present in organometallic complexes. Many
experimental1–12 and theoretical studies13–17 have been re-
ported on transition metal TM-benzene systems, including
their corresponding anions and cations. These studies
showed that TM-benzene clusters could form either a sand-
wich structure Si, Ti, and V or a so-called “rice-ball”—
metal cluster core covered by benzene molecules—structure
Fe, Co, and Ni. Such studies also provided structural and
electronic information about the clusters, thus building a ba-
sic model for understanding the interaction between the d
electrons of transition metals and the  orbitals of organic
molecules.
In addition, studies of the magnetic properties of the
TM-organic complexes are important both with regard to the
design and synthesis of novel magnetic materials and for
developing a better understanding of magnetism in general.
It is known from molecular beam deflection experiments18–27
that bare clusters of iron, cobalt, and nickel possess large
magnetic moments and that the per-atom moment for smaller
size n100 clusters are considerably higher than those dis-
played by the corresponding bulk material.28–31 The mag-
netic moment reaches a maximum at the atom in these cases.
For instance, in the Fe atom 3d64s2, Hund’s rule requires
the total spin to be maximized; thus five of the 3d electrons
fill to the 3d spin-up levels and one electron to the 3d spin-
down orbital. A nonzero spin then is created due to the im-
balance in the 3d occupations. Since the electron has a mag-
netic moment of 1 bohr magneton, B, the magnetic moment
of the Fe atom is 4B. Therefore, one can see the potential of
these systems as building blocks for novel information stor-
age materials, where transition metal clusters retain high
magnetic moments at reduced sizes.
Since the -electron surface can influence the magnetic
properties of transition metals, the choice of the organic mol-
ecules as substrates for these clusters becomes critical. Coro-
nene C24H12 is a polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon PAH.
PAHs exist in many environments such as soot produced
from hydrocarbon combustion. They are also believed to be
present in many regions of the interstellar medium. Coronene
is considered to be an extended system of benzene and thus
can bind multiple metal atoms or clusters effectively. Metal-
PAH complexes can also be used as models for metal bind-
ing to graphite or large diameter carbon nanotubes. Pozniak
and Dunbar32 studied Mg+, Al+, Si+, In+, Pb+, and Bi+ as well
as the transition metal cations Sc+ and Mn+ coordinated with
one or more coronene molecules. Positively charged
Sc1coronene1,2
+ and Mn1coronene1,2
+ clusters were ob-
served in their study. Duncan and co-workers generated
Crmcoronenen
+ m=1–5, n=1–3 Ref. 33 and
Agmcoronenen
+ m=1–3, n=1–4 Ref. 34 clusters. They
proposed that the Crmcoronenen
+ clusters were multiple-
decker sandwich structures. Duncan et al.35 reported anion
photoelectron spectroscopic studies of Vmcoronenen
− and
Timcoronenen
− m=1–5, n=1–3 systems and provided in-
teresting information about the geometries and electronic
structures of those clusters, even though direct structural in-
formation was difficult to obtain. Later, our group reported a
joint experimental and theoretical study of Co1,2coronene1−
clusters,36 in which the synergy between theory and experi-
ment provided information about the geometries, electronic
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structures, and magnetic properties of these cluster anions
and their neutral counterparts. For Co1,2coronene1
− and
Co2coronene1 neutral, cobalt atoms prefer to minimize the
number of Co-coronene bond interactions; i.e., the Co atom
and its dimer prefer to occupy 2-bridge bonding sites. For
the Co1coronene1 neutral, there is a competition between
the 2- and 6-ring binding sites.
Iron is an important element in part because it sits astride
the first row of the transition metal atoms, and bulk iron has
unique ferromagnetic properties. It is also known that while
iron is among the most abundant elements in the universe,37
its cosmic abundance in the interstellar medium is less than
what would be expected.38–40 Serra et al.41 proposed that the
reason for this depletion is the frequent collisions between
iron and PAHs, leading to the formation of stable iron-PAH
complexes. Some studies have been done for the Fe-
coronene systems. Buchanan et al.42 produced positively
charged Femcoronenen
+ m=1–3, n=1–5 clusters by laser
vaporization and studied them by photodissociation. They
reported that iron binds to coronene as separated atoms and
can form stable sandwich structures. Theoretical work done
by Senapati et al.43 disagreed with that conclusion, finding
that Fe2 dimers form strong bonds with coronene. Their cal-
culation also showed that for neutral and cationic
Fe1coronene1 clusters, the Fe atom is -bonded to the
coronene molecule and lies on top of the outer ring 6.
Simon and Joblin44 and Wang et al.45 also did calculations on
the Fe1coronene1 and related clusters. Here we study the
negatively charged and neutral Femcoronenen m=1,2, n
=1,2 complexes by utilizing negative ion photoelectron
spectroscopy and theoretical calculations. The combination
of the two provides information on their geometrical and
electronic structures and on their magnetic properties.
METHODS
A. Experiment
Femcoronenen
− m=1,2, n=1,2 cluster anions were
generated by laser vaporizing Nd:YAG yttrium aluminum
garnet laser, at 532 nm a rotating, translating coronene
coated iron rod. Helium from a pulsed valve induced cluster-
ing and cooled them. While we focused on the mixed metal-
organic clusters that were produced by this source, signals of
coronenen
− clusters were actually stronger in the mass spec-
trum. The Femcoronenen
− cluster anions were extracted into
a linear time-of-flight mass spectrometer mass resolution of
600, mass selected, and photodetached with the third har-
monic frequency 355 nm, 3.49 eV of another Nd:YAG la-
ser. The resulting photodetached electrons were then energy
analyzed with a magnetic bottle electron energy analyzer
having a resolution of 50 meV at EKE=1 eV. The photo-
detachment process is governed by the energy-conserving
relationship, h=EBE+EKE—where h is the photon en-
ergy, EBE is the electron binding energy, and EKE is the
electron kinetic energy—and by the selection rule that the
multiplicity of the anion must change by 1 as a result of
photodetachment. Our anion photoelectron spectrometer has
been described in detail previously.46
B. Computational
The ground state configurations and the ground spin
states of neutral and negatively charged Femcoronenen
complexes were obtained by density functional theory based
electronic structure calculations. The gradient corrected
Becke’s exchange47 functional, combined with the Perdew–
Wang correlation48 functional referred to as BPW91, was
used in these calculations. A relativistic effective core poten-
tial with a 16 electron valance basis set Lan12dz was
adopted for the Fe atom, while a triple- basis set
6-311G** was used for the carbon and hydrogen atoms of
the coronene molecule. All of the calculations were carried
out using the GAUSSIAN 03 software package.49 Several struc-
tural configurations of neutral and anionic Femcoronenen
m ,n=1,2 complexes were optimized without any symme-
try constraints for the various possible spin states. In the
geometry optimization procedure, the convergence criterion
for energy was set to 10−9 hartree, while the gradient was
converged to 10−4 hartree /Å. The reliability and accuracy of
the functional form and the basis sets used in this study in
predicting the ground state geometries and the corresponding
energetics have been established in our previous studies on
Comcoronenen Ref. 36 and Vnbenzenen+1 complexes.15
In order to confirm the accuracy of the predicted ground
state structures and their corresponding spin states, the adia-
batic electron affinities EAa, vertical detachment energies
VDE, and other photodetachment transitions obtained from
the theoretical calculations were compared with the corre-
sponding measured values. The adiabatic EA is defined as
the energy difference between the anion and the neutral sys-
tems when both are in their ground state geometries. The
VDE is the energy between the ground state anion and its
corresponding neutral at the geometry of the anion.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The measured photoelectron spectra of Femcoronenen
−
m=1,2, n=1,2 are presented in Fig. 1. The downward
FIG. 1. The photoelectron spectra of Femcoronenen
− m=1,2, n=1,2
complexes. The arrows indicate the calculated EAa values, while the sticks
represent the calculated photodetachment transition energies.
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pointing arrows on the spectra mark the EBE values that
correspond to the calculated EAa values, while the stick
spectra indicate the EBE values of calculated photodetach-
ment transition energies. The onset of the photoelectron
spectrum reflects the EAa value of the neutral species except
when there is a poor Franck–Condon overlap between the
lowest vibrational levels of the anion and its corresponding
neutral or when there are significant vibrational hot bands
present. The EBE values of peak maxima reflect a maximal
Franck–Condon overlap for those particular photodetach-
ment transitions. A comparison between our calculated and
experimental values is presented in Table I. The calculated
most stable structures of the Femcoronenen m=1,2, n
=1,2 cluster anions and neutrals are shown in Figs. 2–8.
The calculated spin multiplicity 2S+1 of each structure, as
well as the photodetachment transitions resulting from a
multiplicity change of 1, is also shown in these figures.
The spin magnetic moment, in units of bohr magnetons B,
is the spin multiplicity minus one 2S+1−1=2S. Since
orbital magnetic moment contributions are usually small in
solids and we thus speculate in clusters, calculated spin mag-
netic moments are approximates to the total magnetic mo-
ments of clusters. The calculated per-atom magnetic moment
for each cluster is listed in Table II, along with previous
magnetic moment results for the iron atom, bulk iron, and
other Fe-organic systems for comparison.
A. Fe1„coronene…1− and Fe1„coronene…1
The photoelectron spectrum of Fe1coronene1
− see Fig.
1 is dominated by a relatively strong sharp peak centered at
EBE=1.22 eV with two or more nearby vibronic peaks
centered at EBEs of 1.50 and 1.67 eV. At higher EBEs, an-
other major band is centered at around 2.75 eV. The sharp
portion of the onset in this spectrum occurs at 1.06 eV, and
this value is interpreted to be the EAa of the Fe1coronene1
neutral. The spectral profile of this spectrum is very similar
TABLE I. The calculated and experimental EAa values and photodetach-
ment transitions for Femcoronenen m=1,2; n=1,2. The first transition
corresponds to the VDE value.
EAa eV Photodetachment transitions eV
Theory Experiment Theory Experiment
Fe1coronene1 1.02 1.06 Isomer-1 1.21 1.22
1.40 1.50
Isomer-2 1.19
1.40
Fe2coronene1 1.48 1.59 1.64 1.73
2.01 1.98
Fe1coronene2 1.51 1.50 1.82 1.71
2.65 2.5
Fe2coronene2 1.53 1.48 Isomer-1 1.81
2.37 ¯
Isomer-2 1.62
2.54
Isomer-3 1.63
2.15
FIG. 2. The ground state isomer and
the next higher energy isomer of the
negatively charged Fe1coronene1−
complex. The calculated photodetach-
ment transition energies for each of
these isomers are also shown.
FIG. 3. The ground state isomer and the next higher energy isomer of the
neutral Fe1coronene1 complex.
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to that of Co1coronene1
− except for a small shift in the
positions of the peaks. This implies similar geometrical and
electronic structures for the two systems.
The calculated lowest energy and the next higher energy
isomer of the negatively charged Fecoronene− complex are
shown in Fig. 2. In the lowest energy structure, the Fe atom
binds to a 2-type C–C bridge site of the peripheral ring of
the coronene molecule Fig. 2a, isomer-1. There is another
energetically degenerate isomer 0.04 eV higher in energy
in which the Fe atom prefers to occupy the on-top site 6
above the center of the peripheral ring of the coronene Fig.
2b, isomer-2. Since the energy difference falls within the
computational uncertainty 0.20 eV of the present theoret-
ical method, the ground state geometry of Fe1coronene1
−
could be either of these isomers. A similar pattern was ob-
served in our earlier study on the Cocoronene− complex,36
where the energy difference between the structures contain-
ing 2- and 6-coordinated Co was found to be 0.25 eV,
with the 2-binding site again being more preferable. By
comparing the calculated photodetachment transition ener-
gies with peaks in the experimental spectrum, one should, in
principle, be able to distinguish between the two isomers.
For the lowest energy 2-coordinated isomer, the calculated
transitions are 1.21 and 1.40 eV, corresponding to the tran-
sitions from the anion quartet to the neutral quintet and trip-
let states, respectively. As for the 6 -coordinated isomer, the
calculated transitions are 1.19 eV quartet to triplet and
1.40 eV quartet to quintet. Thus, the calculated values of
both the isomers are in good agreement with the measured
transitions of 1.22 and 1.50 eV, either making it difficult to
distinguish between them or possibly indicating the existence
of both isomers in the beam. Furthermore, even though both
isomers have similar transition energies, there are electronic
structural differences. These are reflected in the nature of
frontier molecular orbitals MOs, which are shown in Fig. 9,
and they are evident in the detachment of the first electron
from them. In the case of the 2-coordinated isomer Figure
9a, the lowest energy transition corresponds to electron
FIG. 4. The ground state isomer and the next higher
energy isomer of the negatively charged
Fe2coronene1
− complex. The calculated photodetach-
ment transition energies for each of these isomers are
also shown.
FIG. 5. The ground state isomer and
the next higher energy isomers of the
neutral Fe2coronene1 complex. The
spin multiplicities and the relative en-
ergies in eV are also shown.
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detachment from a nonbonding -MO resulting in a neutral
quintet state, whereas in the 6-coordinated isomer Fig.
9b the first electron detachment is from a dz
2 antibonding
	-MO, thus resulting in a neutral triplet state. In addition, it
was also seen that the frontier orbitals of the 2-coordinated
isomer are dominated mostly by nonbonding orbitals mainly
located on the metal atom, whereas in the case of the
6 -coordinated isomer, the frontier orbitals are dominated
by either antibonding or bonding orbitals. For example, the
	-HOMO-1 HOMO stands for highest occupied molecular
orbital and -HOMO are both bonding orbitals with bond-
ing characteristics between dz
2 of Fe and  orbitals of coro-
nene in 	-HOMO-1 and between dyz of Fe and  orbitals
of coronene in -HOMO.
For the neutral Fe1coronene1 complex, the iron atom
prefers to bind to the 6 -site of the peripheral ring of the
coronene see Fig. 3a. However, the structure with
2 -binding of Fe atom is less stable by only 0.14 eV see
Fig. 3b. Thus, the competition between the 2- and
6-binding sites is observed again, but this time for the neu-
tral system. The calculated EAa value of 1.02 eV is in excel-
lent agreement with the measured value of 1.06 eV. We can
also compare the EAs of molecular coronene 0.47 and
0.54 eV Refs. 50 and 51 and the iron atom 0.15 eV Ref.
53 with the Fe1coronene1 complex 1.06 eV. While the
EAs of both moieties are positive, our calculation showed
that the excess electron resides mostly on the Fe moiety.
Thus coronene is polarizible enough to provide 0.91 eV in
complexation energy, i.e., 0.15+0.91 eV=1.06 eV. This en-
ergy is much higher than that for the Co1coronene1
− com-
plex, i.e., 0.49 eV.36 Also, since the photoelectron spectrum
of the Fe1coronene1
− complex does not show the character-
istic profiles of either the atomic iron anion’s or the coronene
anion’s photoelectron spectrum, Fe1coronene1
− is seen not
to be an anion-neutral molecule complex. The interaction
between the two moieties is apparently quite complex.
Now we turn to the magnetic properties of the neutral
FIG. 6. a The ground state
isomer of the negatively charged
Fe1coronene2
− complex. b The
ground state and the next higher en-
ergy isomer of the neutral
Fe1coronene2 complex. The calcu-
lated photodetachment transition ener-
gies for the ground state anion are also
shown.
FIG. 7. The three most stable struc-
tural configurations of the negatively
charged Fe2coronene2 complex. The
calculated photodetachment transition
energies for each of these isomers are
also shown.
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Fecoronene system. The ground state spin multiplicities of
the two energetically identical isomers differ: while the trip-
let spin state 2S+1=3 is the preferred spin state of the
lowest energy isomer, the isomer with 2-binding of Fe atom
prefers a quintet spin state 2S+1=5. Since these two spin
states are almost energetically degenerate within the uncer-
tainty of theory, there is the possibility of the metal atom
retaining its high atomic spin of 4 when an Fe atom interacts
with a coronene molecule. If we focus on the high spin state,
i.e., quintet, we get a magnetic moment of 2S+1−1=5
−1=4B. It is interesting to compare this magnetic moment
result with previous results for atomic Fe, bulk Fe, and Fe
interacting with other organic molecules. It is known that the
magnetic moment of free Fe is 4B,
53
and that of the bulk
material is much smaller 2.2B Refs. 54–56. As men-
tioned above, the magnetic moment of transition metal clus-
ters increases dramatically with reduced size 30–60% in
several cases, and it further changes upon the interaction of
transition metals with an organic surface. Previous studies on
Fe1benzene1 and Fe1benzene2 showed13,14 that the mag-
netic moments of these systems are both 2B see Table II.
Thus while interacting with atomic Fe, neither of the single
or double benzene complexes retained the high magnetic
moment of atomic Fe; rather, the value was lowered below
the bulk value. Coronene, on the contrary, provides the pos-
sibility to retain the high magnetic moment present in the
free Fe atom. Nevertheless, in Fecoronene there is only one
iron atom and one coronene. One must study the magnetic
properties of multiple Fe atoms deposited on multiple coro-
nene molecules to begin to draw conclusions. It is worth
noting here that a similar result was not found for the
Co1coronene1 system.36 The magnetic moment of
Co1coronene1 reduced to 1B compared to a free cobalt
atom of 3B the bulk value for cobalt is 1.7B. This sug-
gests that for different transition metals, different organic
surfaces are required to retain their high magnetic moments
at reduced sizes.
Our calculated lowest energy structure and the spin mul-
tiplicity of the neutral Fe1coronene1 complex agree with
previous theoretical work by Senapati et al.43 However, in
that study the authors did not consider the 2-binding of Fe
to coronene molecule. In an earlier experimental and theo-
retical study45 of the vibrational spectroscopy of neutral
FePAH complexes, the Fe atom preferred the 6-site, and
the ground state multiplicity of the Fe1coronene1 was re-
ported as a triplet. However, this study also did not consider
the 2 versus 6 competition in stabilizing the
Fe1coronene1 complex. Interestingly, in the calculation of
Simon and Joblin44 on the same system, the authors found
that the Fe atom prefers the 2-binding site with a spin mul-
tiplicity of 5 quintet.
B. Fe2„coronene…1− and Fe2„coronene…1
The photoelectron spectrum of Fe2coronene1
− see Fig.
1 has an onset at 1.59 eV, which we interpret to be the
EAa of the corresponding neutral. The lowest discernible
FIG. 8. The three most stable isomers
of the neutral Fe2coronene2 complex.
Isomer-1 and isomer-3 are staggered
sandwiches, while isomer-2 is a nor-
mal partially eclipsed sandwich. The
preferred spin multiplicity and the
symmetry of each of the isomers along
with the relative energies in eV are
also shown.
TABLE II. The per-atom magnetic moments for Fe bulk, Fe free atom, Fe
dimer, and Fe-organic systems.
System Per-atom magnetic moment B
Fe bulk 2.2 Refs. 51–53
Fe free atom 4 Ref. 50
Fecoronene 4
Fecoronene2 2
Febenzene1 2 Refs. 13 and 14
Febenzene2 2 Ref. 13
Fe2 3 Ref. 63
Fe2coronene 3
Fe2coronene2 2
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peak appears at EBE=1.73 eV, followed by a set of peaks
having similar intensities and centered around 1.98 eV. The
strongest and narrowest peak in the spectrum occurs at
EBE=2.97 eV. There appears to be still another peak at
3.33 eV. Thus, the photodetachment transition energies evi-
dent in this spectrum occur at EBE=1.73, 1.98, 2.97, and
3.33 eV. Theoretical calculations predict two structural iso-
mers for Fe2coronene1
−
, separated by an energy difference
of 0.16 eV see Fig. 4. In both isomers, the iron atoms
dimerize and bind to the coronene molecule. For the lowest
energy isomer see Fig. 4a, the bond axis of the Fe2 dimer
is found to be almost perpendicular to the coronene mol-
ecule, with only one Fe atom directly interacting with coro-
nene via 6-type bonding. The Fe–Fe bond length in this
isomer is calculated to be 2.16 Å compared to the free Fe2
dimer bond length of 2.03 Å. A similar structure was ob-
served in our earlier study36 on Co2coronene1
− complex,
except that there the cobalt dimer was bound perpendicularly
to the bridge site 2 of the outer ring of coronene. Interest-
ingly, the 2-binding site was not a minimum on the
Fe2coronene1
− potential energy surface. In the next higher
energy isomer of Fe2coronene1
− Fig. 4b, both the iron
atoms bind to the edge carbons of the adjacent peripheral
rings of coronene. This isomer is similar to the correspond-
ing higher energy isomer of the Co2coronene1
− complex.
The Fe–Fe bond length in this higher energy isomer is elon-
gated 2.24 Å compared to the 2.16 Å Fe–Fe bond length in
the lowest energy isomer. The spin multiplicity of both
Fe2coronene1
− isomers is predicted to be a sextet 2S+1
=6. The calculated transitions from the anions’ sextet state
to neutrals’ septet and quintet for both structures are given in
Fig. 4. The calculated transitions are 1.64 eV sextet to sep-
tet and 2.01 eV sextet to quintet for the most stable iso-
mer, and 1.36 eV sextet to septet and 1.85 eV sextet to
quintet for the higher energy isomer. By comparing these
with the experimentally measured transition energies for the
first two transitions 1.73 and 1.98 eV, we conclude despite
the small energy difference between the two isomers that
only the most stable isomer Fig. 4a was observed experi-
mentally.
An analysis of the electronic structure of the lowest en-
ergy Fe2coronene1
− sextet complex revealed that the calcu-
lated VDE of 1.64 eV is the result of an electron detachment
from a -MO, dominated by bonding between the dxy orbital
of the proximal Fe atom and the p orbital of carbon atoms
with a minor contribution from the dxy orbital of the distal Fe
atom see Fig. 10. The first transition to the neutral triplet
state 2.01 eV corresponds to the electron detachment from
the antibonding orbital located on the metal atoms. This is in
contrast with the electronic structure of the Co2coronene1
−
complex,36 where the two lowest electron detachment ener-
gies are due to the electron detachment from the dz
2 anti-
bonding orbital between the Co atoms. In Co2coronene1
−
the frontier orbitals are dominated by either antibonding or
nonbonding orbitals located on the metal atoms, while in
Fe2coronene1
− the nature of frontier orbitals are more com-
plex with contributions not only from the distal Fe atom but
also from the proximal Fe and coronene molecule. Therefore,
we conclude that even though the structural differences be-
tween the Fe2coronene1
− and previously reported
Co2coronene1
− complexes are minor, major differences in
their electronic structures explain why the photoelectron
spectra of Co2coronene1
− and Fe2coronene1
− are so dis-
similar. These differences may also explain why we see simi-
larities between the photoelectron spectra of
Co2coronene1
− and those of Co− but dissimilarities be-
FIG. 9. Frontier orbitals of a isomer-1 and b isomer-2 of the
Fe1coronene1
− complex. The MO surfaces are obtained at an isovalue of
0.03 using GAUSSVIEW.
FIG. 10. Frontier orbitals of isomer-1 of the Fe2coronene1− complex. The
MO surfaces are obtained at an isovalue of 0.03 using GAUSSVIEW.
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tween the spectra of Fe2coronene1
− and Fe−. The spectrum
of Co2coronene1
− showed the spectral characteristics of
Co− rather than of Co2
− because the extra charge is mostly
localized on the dangling Co atom.36 However for
Fe2coronene1
−
, the electronic structure is very different
from its Co counterpart due to a more complicated interac-
tion, and this results in the photoelectron spectrum of
Fe2coronene1
− showing no significant similarity to either
Fe− or Fe2
−
.
For the Fe2coronene1 neutral cluster, the calculations
predict three structural isomers that are very close in energy.
The three isomers are shown in Fig. 5. The calculated EAa is
1.48 eV, which is in agreement with our measured value of
1.59 eV. In isomer-1 Fig. 5a, the Fe2 dimer binds to the
edges of the peripheral ring of the coronene 2-binding,
with its bond axis parallel to the coronene molecule.
Isomer-2 is similar to the ground state structure of the
Fe2coronene1
− anion complex, which has only one Fe atom
directly interacting with the coronene and the Fe2 dimer
bond axis perpendicular to the coronene surface Fig. 5b.
However, in the case of the neutral complex, the interacting
proximal Fe atom occupies the 2-bridge site of the periph-
eral ring of coronene as opposed to the 6-binding found in
the anion. The isomers-1 and -2 are found to be energetically
degenerate with an energy difference of only 0.005 eV, with
Fe–Fe bond lengths of 2.18 and 2.16 Å, respectively. The
next higher energy structure, isomer-3, is 0.03 eV higher in
energy, and it has two iron atoms binding to the C–C bonds
of two adjacent outer rings of the coronene Fig. 5c. The
distance between Fe atoms in this isomer is 2.25 Å, consid-
erably elongated from the Fe2 dimer bond length of 2.03 Å.
Note that the isomer-3 is similar to the higher energy isomer
Fig. 4b seen in the anion. Senapati et al. in an earlier
study43 also found that Fe atoms dimerize on the coronene
molecule. However, the relative energies of the lowest en-
ergy isomers obtained in our work differ from their earlier
findings. For example, in the work of Senapati et al.,43 the
lowest energy structure corresponds to the Fe atoms binding
to the 6-sites of adjacent outer rings of coronene, and the
next higher energy isomer 
E=0.16 eV corresponds to Fe2
dimer binding to the bridge 2 sites of the peripheral ring.
Our lowest energy isomer is similar to their higher energy
isomer. Interestingly, the ground state geometry reported in
that work, according to our calculations, does not correspond
to a local minimum. When Fe atoms are placed above the
center of adjacent peripheral rings, the Fe atoms move away
from the center of the ring onto the edge of the peripheral
rings during geometry optimization. A similar situation was
observed in our earlier reported work on the Co2coronene
complex. In addition, we found another stable structure,
isomer-2, in this study, which was not seen in the work of
Senapati et al.43 The notable structural feature appearing in
all of the three lowest energy isomers is that the iron prefers
to form a dimmer while interacting with the coronene mol-
ecule, which is in good agreement with the previous work43
of Senapati et al. The structural configurations where the Fe
atoms bind separately to the coronene are found to be very
high in energy. Buchanan et al.42 previously interpreted their
photodissociation experiments on Fe2
+coronene1, showing
that Fe atoms bind to coronene separately. Our results, how-
ever, show that in the case of neutral and anion
Fe2coronene complexes, the Fe atoms always form a dimer
and interact with the coronene molecule.
The calculated ground state spin multiplicity of all the
three isomers is found to be a septet 2S+1=7, which indi-
cates a magnetic moment of 2S+1−1=7−1=6B. Since
there are two Fe atoms in the cluster, the magnetic moment
for each Fe atom is 6B /2=3B. Compare this value to that
of Fe2, where there are 3B per atom. Again, the Fe2 dimer
moiety within the Fe2coronene1 complex retains its high
magnetic moment, just as Fe did in the Fe1coronene1
complex.
C. Fe1„coronene…2− and Fe1„coronene…2
In the photoelectron spectrum of Fe1coronene2
−
, we
observed a ledgelike spectral feature at EBE 1.3 eV fol-
lowed by a peak at 1.71 eV. A more intense and broad band
or a mixture of several bands covers the high EBE area
from 1.85 eV up to the edge of our energy window. The
signal around 1.3 eV is believed to be a hot band because the
intensity there varied with source conditions. Hence, the on-
set of the spectrum and our selection for the EAa value is
1.50 eV. Our calculations found the most stable structure of
Fe1coronene2
− to be a staggered sandwich, with the Fe
atom sandwiched between the two coronene molecules Fig.
6a. The Fe atom binds to 2-bridge sites on the terminal
rings of both coronene molecules. The two coronene planes
are rotated away from one another, leaving one terminal ring
on top of another but not exactly overlapping. Note that the
coronene planes are not parallel to each other either. The spin
multiplicity of this isomer is doublet 2S+1=2. The calcu-
lated energies for the first two vertical transitions are 1.82
and 2.65 eV, corresponding to the transitions from the anion
doublet state of the anion to the neutral triplet and singlet
states, respectively. The match with the experimental data is
quite good.
For neutral Fe1coronene2, two competing isomers are
found to be most stable with only a 0.06 eV difference in
energy Fig. 6b. The two isomers have very similar geom-
etries in terms of how the iron atom is staggered and sand-
wiched between two coronene molecules and how the iron
sits on top of a terminal ring 6 of each coronene. The two
terminal rings to which the iron binds overlap with one an-
other. The second most stable isomer has two coronene mol-
ecules parallel to each other, although in the most stable
isomer, one coronene is tilted relative to the other. The cal-
culated EAa is 1.51 eV, which is in excellent agreement with
the measured value, 1.50 eV. The calculated spin multiplici-
ties for the most stable Fe1coronene2 neutral isomers are
both 2S+1=3; thus the magnetic moment is 3−1=2B. Al-
though one coronene molecule can retain the high magnetic
moment 4B of the iron atom, when two coronene mol-
ecules interact with an iron atom, the magnetic moment ap-
pears to be reduced, becoming close to the bulk value of
2.2B.
Even though the two coronene planes are not exactly
parallel to each other in both the anionic and the most stable
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neutral Fe1coronene2 complexes, the calculations find stag-
gered sandwich structures; i.e., coronene molecules have
only one outer ring overlapped and are linked by the metal
atom only. Thus, together, our experimental and computa-
tional results provide evidence for the existence of sandwich
structures for transition metal–coronene complexes. In an
earlier work by Foster et al.,33 the authors proposed a stag-
gered sandwich structure as a possible structure for
Cr1coronene2
+
. The metal binding was thought to transfer
charge to both rings, giving the coronene rings similar charge
densities, which in turn caused the two coronene molecules
to rotate away from one another and to form a staggered
configuration. Our calculations likewise confirm this sce-
nario for the Fe1coronene2 system. In view of our current
results along with the previous work, it appears that sand-
wich structures in TM-coronene complexes are common for
both their neutral and charged states. Furthermore, multiple-
decker sandwich structures can be expected in these systems
as well.
D. Fe2„coronene…2− and Fe2„coronene…2
The photoelectron spectrum of Fe2coronene2
− lacks a
significant structure, although at least two bands are discern-
ible. One band starts at 1.48 eV and continues until
2.4 eV. There, another band begins and covers the remain-
ing EBE range out to the edge of our energy window. We
take 1.48 eV to be the EAa value. Three isomers are found
theoretically for Fe2coronene2
−
, and they are shown in Fig.
7. The quartet 2S+1=4 spin state is found to be the ground
spin multiplicity of the three isomers. The ground state struc-
ture, isomer-1, is a staggered sandwich, with the two coro-
nene molecules connected by the iron dimer between them.
The iron atoms bind to the 2-bridge sites of the outer rings.
There is little overlapping between the coronene molecules,
and because of metal dimer binding, the coronene planes are
not parallel. This structure has a C1 symmetry. The calcu-
lated first two transitions for this isomer are 1.81 and
2.37 eV, corresponding to transitions from anion quartet to
neutral quintet and neutral triplet states, respectively. The
next higher energy isomer isomer-2 is 0.15 eV above the
ground state, and its structure is a similar staggered sand-
wich, with the coronene molecules linked by an iron dimer.
This isomer has a higher symmetry C2h because the iron
atoms sit exactly in between the two exactly parallel coro-
nene molecules. However, the Fe–Fe distance in this isomer
has elongated to 2.99 Å. The calculated vertical transitions
for isomer-2 are 1.62 eV quartet to quintet and 2.54 eV
quartet to triplet. The isomer-3, which is 0.18 eV less stable
than the ground state, also adopts a sandwich structure, with
the iron dimer binding to the 2-bridge sites on the outer
rings of coronene molecules. Differing from the more stable
structures, the interaction between the iron dimer and the
coronene molecules pulls the ends of both coronene mol-
ecules together, while allowing the opposite ends of coro-
nene molecules to bend away from each other. The calcu-
lated transitions are 1.63 eV quartet to quintet and 2.15 eV
quartet to triplet. It is difficult to correlate one particular
isomer with our photoelectron spectrum. The broad bands
may indicate that the mixture of two or three isomers could
contribute to the photoelectron signal.
For neutral Fe2coronene2, there are also three stable
isomers that have been predicted by the calculations see Fig.
8. The calculated EAa of 1.53 eV matches the experimental
value of 1.48 eV very well. Similar to the anion, these iso-
mers all prefer sandwich structures, either a staggered sand-
wich or a regular sandwich, with the iron dimer connecting
the coronene molecules. The most stable isomer adopts a C2h
staggered sandwich structure with a Fe–Fe bond length of
2.74 Å. The two terminal rings of both coronene molecules
are linked by the iron dimer and overlapped with each other.
The second and third most stable structures have Cs and C1
symmetries and are 0.16 and 0.36 eV less stable, respec-
tively. It is worth noting that the most stable neutral isomer
has a C2h symmetry, while the most stable isomer in anion
has a C1 symmetry. Thus, a charge-induced symmetry break-
ing in the Fe2coronene2 complex is observed here.
Both the neutral and anionic species of Fe2coronene2
appear to prefer sandwich structures with both iron atoms
located between the coronene molecules. Hence, the forma-
tion of a multiple layer type, ··, of sandwich complex is not
preferred. These results further support our conclusion that
Fe atoms, when deposited on coronene, would prefer to form
a dimer rather than bind to coronene as individual atoms.
Furthermore, the metal atoms tend to sit on the edge of both
coronene molecules, and since there are several binding sites
available on the coronene, it is reasonable to believe that
larger metal clusters can link coronene molecules to form a
sandwich structure.
The coupling between the Fe atoms in neutral
Fe2coronene2 is again found to be ferromagnetic in nature.
The calculated ground state spin multiplicity of neutral
Fe2coronene2 is a quintet 2S+1=5, which makes the total
magnetic moment of Fe2coronene2 4B; thus the moment
for each iron atom is 2B. Again, we compare this value with
the magnetic moment of Fe2, i.e., 3B per atom. It is clear
that the two coronene molecules do not allow the magnetic
moment of the iron dimer to be retained, instead reducing it
toward the bulk value 2.2B. This is consistent with what
was seen for Fe1coronene2
−
.
E. Summary and outlook
Although metal binding to the center ring of coronene
generates a structure with a pleasing symmetry, previous the-
oretical work57,58 indicates that the outer rings of coronene
are the favored locations for metal binding, and indeed com-
plexes with such structures e.g., cyclopentadienyl-iron-
coronene have been synthesized.59–61 Among the structures
we reported here, none has the metal atom or dimer binding
to the center ring of the coronene, including the sandwich
structures. The iron atom binds to the bridge site of coronene
in Fe1coronene1, which is different from Ti1-, V1-, and
Co1coronene1 systems.36,62 Fe2coronene1 is similar to
Co2coronene1 in that only one metal atom interacts with
coronene, although Fe has a more complex interaction with
coronene than does Co. Since there are many available bind-
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ing sites and the metals prefer to bind on the same side of
coronene, a significant number of metal atoms may be re-
quired to saturate the coronene ring. Although Buchanan
et al.42 produced and studied the cationic Fe-coronene cluster
and suggested that three Fe atoms would saturate the coro-
nene molecule, the situation for the corresponding anionic
clusters may not necessarily be the same, and further experi-
ments are needed in order to answer this question. The syn-
ergy of experiment and theory has provided evidence for the
existence of sandwich structures for TM-coronene systems:
more specifically, both Fe1coronene2 and Fe2coronene2
form staggered sandwich structures.
Another interesting observation for Fe2coronene1,2 sys-
tems is that none of the structures have the metal atoms
being separated by coronene. This is contrary to previous
work42 on cation systems, Fexcoronene2
+
. Certainly, we
still expect the multiple-decker sandwich structure with the
metal atoms being separated by coronene, but here we saw
that the iron atoms tend to form a dimer with that cluster
binding to coronenes as a complete moiety. Although the
bond length between the metal atoms varies, they should not
be considered as completely dispersed atoms. Thus, the
structure proposed before,33 with metal atoms binding to the
alternate rings of coronene, may not always be the case.
One of the main targets of this study is aimed at answer-
ing a critical question that directly affects nanotechnology,
especially with regard to information storage and processing.
How will the interaction between the transition metal atom
or clusters and their host substrate affect the magnetic mo-
ment of the atom or clusters? Our results could guide further
gas phase and condensed phase synthesis for Fe-coronene or
similar TM-coronene systems. The summarized previous and
current results are shown in Table II. Note that the interaction
with a single coronene molecule, as in Fecoronene and
Fe2coronene, permits the complex to retain the magnetic
moment of the Fe atom and the Fe dimer, respectively. The
addition of another coronene molecule, however, causes the
magnetic moment of the complex to fall below that of the
bulk. Therefore, a single molecule coronene surface may be
a good substrate for iron clusters, while double coronene
surfaces do not play the same role. We cannot conclude that
this is a general rule, however, because our previous study on
Co1,2coronene1 showed that the single coronene molecule
does not retain the magnetic moments of Co and Co dimer,36
and our current study only deals with the systems having up
to two iron atoms. Therefore, different types and sizes of the
metal atoms or clusters may require specific surfaces to re-
tain their magnetic moments. Further spectroscopic experi-
mental and theoretical studies are needed.
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